
Data Orchestration Simplified!

What is RubiFlow

Deliver data experiences at the speed of business
RubiFlow is a best-in-class visual data-flow designer and orchestrator with drag-and-drop capabilities for data wrangling, blending,
and analytics processes. Whether your data is big or small, on-cloud or on-premise, RubiFlow brings in simplicity and
self-service capability for data enrichment and pipeline management.

Build With RubiFlow

RubiFlow helps enterprises build their ‘data to action’ pipelines; for hassle-free management, 
monitoring, and maintenance of their big and small data.

“Our project had heterogeneous data sources. RubiFlow 
helped us build complex transformations with incredible 

ease and speed, and we could dedicate more time on data 
performance and governance”

- Lead Data Manager, A Fortune 100 Company

A Fortune 100 Global Engineering Company
runs RubiFlow

“RubiFlow is a data integration platform with 
strengths in usability, data connectors, and 

extensibility”

– Analytics Head, Business Consulting Firm

A leading Business Consulting Firm
relies on Rubiscape

Why RubiFlow

No-code, Low-code, and Pro-code
Easily build pipelines in just a few clicks with RubiFlow’s drag-and-drop UI or leverage the 
platform’s advanced coding capabilities to create complex workflows.

Hassle-free Management, Monitoring, and Maintenance
Create, roll back, monitor, and manage data pipelines easily with RubiFlow in a single canvas 
and prevent downstream issues. 

Modernize your data flows & pipeline architecture using an all-in-one data engineering platform

Unified platform with drag-and-drop UI
Self-service, zero-code, low-code, pro-code
100+ pre-built connectors & operators
Batch and real-time data integration
Pipeline Orchestration & Automation
Troubleshoot with clicks, not code
Built-in DataOps and MLOps tools

Integrated Data Flows Designs
Data Fabric Design
Data Cataloging
Data Transformation
Pipeline Management
Data Connectors
Data Orchestration

Makes Data more
          Accessible
          Relevant
          Valuable

Eases Tasks for
          Data Engineers
          Data Analysts

2 TRILLION

Searches on Google in 2021

1.134 TRILLION MB

Volume of data created every day

3,026,626 EMAILS 
Sent every second

https://www.rubiscape.io/


Features
Data management with a visual, end-to-end designer
Data access engines for enterprise applications, non-relational 
databases, RDBMS, data warehouse appliances, file formats, and more
Consistent metadata management
Institutionalized Data Quality in profiling operational data
Easy creation of Data Warehouses and Data Mart

Functions
Comprehensive Data Transformation Techniques 
Multiple Data Orchestration Tasks
Data Partitioning
Load Strategy
Reusable Custom Codes
Monitoring and Alerts

RubiFlow Value Proposition

Open. Flexible. Future-ready.

RubiFlow

RubiDesign

RubiConnect

RubiSight

RubiFlow Enterprise Package

Start Now

With Rubiflow, ingest data from any source to any destination

GET RUBIFLOW

You have the flexibility to adopt RubiFlow independently, or as an integral component of the 
Rubiscape end-to-end platform in managing your data-driven business initiatives.

By 2025, 70% of 
organizations will shift 
their focus from big to  
small and wide data

- Gartner

rubiscape.io

About Rubiscape

Rubiscape is an award-winning and fast-growing; new-age technology innovation company.

Our vision is to innovate technology that makes sense for everyone. This motivates us — inspires us — to do what we do. Our mission is to 
democratize data science to empower the teams to see beyond and rise above!

Data Exploration

Business Intelligence

Dashboards

Data VisualizationData Ingestion

Data Platform

We at Rubiscape enable forward-thinking enterprises to become data smart and future-ready.

Rubiscape effectively blends Technology and Knowledge to deliver better business results!

Rubiscape is an award-winning versatile low-code, no-code, pro-code data platform that 
enables intelligent data-driven decisions through co-creation and continuous innovation.
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